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Convert jupyter notebook to pdf

Photo Cookie The Pom on Unsplash If you're one of the many data scientists looking for a job, you may find yourself working on a data science take-home assignment. Instead of sharing your Jupyter Notebooks, it would be cleaner if you could convert notebooks and send a pdf version. On this blog, I want to share how you can open Jupyter Notebooks in pdf format in a few lines!
A previous take-home assignment allows me to convert notebooks to other formats that have got me to learn how to make thisInstall nbconvert and LaTeXnbconvert. You would think after installing nbconvert, and good to go ... Right? It's so simple, why would this post be written? After installing Nbconvert, I got an error saying 500: Internal Server Error. The reason you see this
error is because it hasn't ed ed latex or pandoc yet. I've decided to take down LaTeX. The good thing about downloading LaTeX is that it makes the analysis seem like a very legit research article. Run nbconvert from command line After you install these two packages, you can try converting your notebook to the format you want by using this command line:This command line
converts the Jupyter notebook file to the output format given by the FORMAT string. For the purpose of this article, we will convert pdf, but you can also convert HTML, Markdown, etc. If you want to convert the notebook file to HTML, just change the pdf to html and vice versa. Depending on the packages you previously installed, you may need to drop or upgrade some of them.
For example, if you see this error message... You can resolve this error by installing Pyqt5 and install pyqt5==5.12.0 instead. Install an nbconvert Template After successfully converting the notebook to a pdf file, I noticed that the margin of the file is closed! Luckily I checked the file twice before sending it! Here's the comparison. By default, we can see that the margin is too closed.
The default pdf format cuts the side of the page. Photo By Tyler Makaro on his Github To solve this problem, I found a template created by Tyler Makaro. I first installed his computer by running a command nb_pdf_template: pip nb_pdf_template install. Then I added two templates created on cd and Tyler to the LaTeX folder: classic.tplx and classicm.tplx. Finally, remember to
delete the default article.tplx from the LaTeX folder. After this is done, you will be able to get a beautifully formatted pdf by running this command line:Here are all the packages you need:Install nbconvertInstall LaTeX or PandocInstall a nbconvert template! If you find this useful, share it and follow my blog so you won't miss it! Until next time, happy learning!   If you like my
content, please follow me ❤️ and check out my latest blogs: Jupyter lab is the next generation web-based user interface experience for Jupyter laptop users. This is the last facilitates an expandable tab-based programming interface Interactive. Supports more than 40 programming languages. We've already discussed how to use Jupyter laptops for interactive data analysis with
SQL Server. With the help of Jupyter laptops, we can regularly store titles, reviews, codes, outputs and advanced graphics and images in a single document. It helps Data Scientists and Data Analysts have highly interactive presentations. If you've already installed Jupyter laptops and want to know how we can change the home directory for Jupyter laptops, visit the Change
Jupyter Notebook startup folder blog on Windows and Mac OS. Let's discuss how to convert Jupyter notebooks directly from a web browser or command prompt to PDF documents using the nbconvert command. During this post, we will consider Windows as the basic operating system. However, this method should also work for macOS with a little tweak. To transfer/convert a
Jupyter notebook to a PDF file using the following methods. Method 1: To convert a Jupyter notebook from a web browser to a PDF file from a web browser (running Jupyter Lab), click File -&gt;Export Notebook As... -&gt; Export notebook to PDF. Transfer a notebook to PDFMethod 2: Use the command prompt Using the command prompt utility called DataAnalysisReport.ipynb on
a laptop named D:\JupyterFiles, use the following command:jupyter nbconvert D:\JupyterFiles\DataAnalysisReport.ipynb –pdfBut, If we have not installed Latex and/or pandoc on our machine, we will receive an error message such as:500: Internal server errorFix 500: Internal Server Error – Jupyter NotebookNow, to resolve this issue, we need to download latex and pandoc
software to our machine and add installation locations to the machine's Path environment variable. Now let's follow these steps to correct the internal server error. Step 1: Download and install MikTex in WindowsLaTeX Is a document preparation system used for the production of technical and scientific documentation. Jupyter is used by the nbconvert tool to convert laptops to
PDF files. LaTeX is the de facto standard for communicating and publishing scientific documents in the community. It is free software and can be downloaded and installed as free software on our machine. To get LaTex for Windows, you need to download MiKTeX and install it on our machine. To download MiKTeX, visit this link and download the installer. After downloading the
executable file, we double-clicked on it and followed the instructions on the screen with the default values. Installs MikTeX (LaTex) on our Windows machine. Install MikTexStep 2: Download and install pandocNow, we need to install pandoc universal document converter tool, otherwise, we can tag any HTML on your laptop you may receive an error. We can use pip command to
install pandoc:pip install pandocOr, we can download the installer and run it to install pandoc on our machine. To take down Pandoc, pandoc official website. Click the download test installer for Windows button to download Pandoc software. Install PandocStep 3: Add MikTex and Pandoc to the Windows path environment variable Once we've downloaded the software and
installed it on our machine, we need to add this executable path to the Path variable. To do this: Right-click this computer button and click Properties in the left pane, and then click Advanced system settings. system properties dialog box. Click the Environment variables at the bottom right. In system variables, select the Path variable, and then click the Edit button. Add the
following entries to the end of the list:C:\Program Files\MiKTeX 2.9\miktex\bin\x64\C:\Users\adminuser\AppData\Local\Pandoc\pandoc.exeNote: Replace these values with the appropriate folder location values on your machine for MikTex and pandoc setup. Step 4: Apply the nbconvert command to convert PDFjupyter nbconvert D:\JupyterFiles\DataAnalysisReport.ipynb –pdfIt you
need to fix the above problem and create a PDF file from the specified notebook. Also, now file -&gt;Export Notebook As... -&gt; External Ledger web browser to PDF command external export should run smoothly. Thank you for reading. Please share your entries in the comments section. Tweet Share 0 Reddit +1 Pocket Pinterest 0 LinkedIn 0 Email Rate This[Total: 4 Average:
4/5] How do I convert jupyter notebook to pdf file? I'm working on some data project that requires you to send ready-made reports to clients in the pdf file. I am missing the last part with pdf creation. I've already set up MikTex. I used the following code but it gives syntax error. jupyter nbconvert --pdf notebook.ipynb I expect the pdf report to be saved in my folder. This online
application allows you to convert Jupyter Notebooks (ipynb) to HTML, PDF format. It's easy to use, with just a few clicks, you can get converted HTML or PDF and view this file directly from your browser. The IPYNB file is a notebook document used by Jupyter Notebook, an interactive computational environment designed to help scientists work with python language and data. You
can open an ipynb file from your local computer, Web URL, Google Drive, Dropbox, and Box. Maximum IPYNB size 7 MB. Converts OO for free /1 Day. Select files from an IPYNB file from the Box Image created by select google Drive Select from Dropbox Select from Box Image When working on our Author-created Jupyter Notebook, we sometimes want to share our processed
data set with the generated drawing and the markup description we created in a pre-readily available format. There is an easy way to convert our Jupyer Notebooks to PDF files. With just a simple setup, you can access your notebook as a PDF. For example, I used the notebook I provided here in my article to convert it to a pdf form. Below is my Jupyter Notebook.And Notebook in
PDF form. If you like ee, it shows like all codes and description. How fancy? Now I'll show you how to do it. It's, it's, it's, it' What we need to do is install the required package. Here, we used the so-called pdf package as a notebook to help us convert Jupyter Notebook as a PDF file. You must run the following code at your command prompt. We also need an additional set-up for
Chrome. Used to perform PDF conversion from HTML. Run the following code at your code prompt. That's how we've already completed our preparations. Now, let's open the notebook that you want to convert to PDF. In your notebook, click the file menu bar, and then select PDF over HTML to convert the notebook. That way, you already have a notebook as a pdf file. If you
prefer to use a command prompt to convert a notebook, you can do so with the following code. Our Jupyter Notebook example.ipynb.Here will be called the result example.pdf as I showed a trick to convert jupyter notebook to a PDF file. This may be simple, but it will be useful in the long run. If you would like to learn more about the package, you can visit the website here. Here.
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